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Their extremely error-prone replication makes RNA viruses targets for lethal mutagenesis. In the case of
hepatitis C virus (HCV), the standard treatment includes ribavirin, a base analog with an in vitro mutagenic
effect, but the in vivo mode of action of ribavirin remains poorly understood. Here, we test the mutagenic effects
of ribavirin plus interferon treatment in vivo using a new method to estimate mutation rates based on the
analysis of nonsense mutations. We apply this methodology to a large HCV sequence database containing over
15,000 reverse transcription-PCR molecular clone sequences from 74 patients infected with HCV. We obtained
an estimate of the spontaneous mutation rate of ca. 10�4 substitutions per site or lower, a value within the
typically accepted range for RNA viruses. A roughly threefold increase in mutation rate and a significant shift
in mutation spectrum were observed in samples from patients undergoing 6 months of interferon plus ribavirin
treatment. This result is consistent with the known in vitro mutagenic effect of ribavirin and suggests that the
antiviral effect of ribavirin plus interferon treatment is at least partly exerted through lethal mutagenesis.

RNA viruses show mutation rates that are orders of magni-
tude higher than those of DNA-based organisms (12, 14, 15).
Although the evolutionary causes of error-prone replication
remain poorly understood (4, 8), it is generally believed that
high mutation rates allow RNA viruses to rapidly escape the
strong selective pressure imposed by host defense mechanisms
or antiviral treatments (12). On the other hand, elevations in
mutation frequencies as modest as by two- or threefold can
result in drastic fitness losses and frequent extinctions of large
RNA virus populations in cell cultures and animal models (2).
This high susceptibility to mutagens is the basis for lethal
mutagenesis, an antiviral strategy which consists of overwhelm-
ing populations with an excessive mutational load. Lethal mu-
tagenesis has been suggested as a candidate therapeutic strat-
egy against RNA viruses (2, 13), and a formal theory of lethal
mutagenesis has been recently proposed (6).

Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is a positive-stranded RNA virus of
the family Flaviviridae, with a 9.6-kb genome that encodes a
single polyprotein (24). HCV constitutes a global health con-
cern, infecting an estimated 200 million people around the
world. The standard treatment has evolved from interferon
monotherapy to a combination of interferon and ribavirin,
which has substantially increased the fraction of patients who
permanently clear the infection (27, 31). However, the thera-
peutic mechanism of ribavirin remains unclear. Its mode of
action may involve direct inhibition of the viral polymerase,
inhibition of inosine monophosphate dehydrogenase, immuno-
modulation, or lethal mutagenesis (17). This latter possibility

has attracted much recent research. Ribavirin is a guanosine
analogue with an in vitro mutagenic effect and specifically
increases the rate of C3U and G3A transitions and, to a
lesser extent, U3C and A3G transitions (39). This effect has
been confirmed in cell cultures for poliovirus (10, 30), whereas
for HCV, similar but not fully conclusive results have been
obtained using primer extension assays (26) and a subgenomic
replicon system (9, 19, 42). In other flaviviruses, ribavirin-
induced mutagenesis has been observed for GB virus B (22)
but not for yellow fever virus (23).

In vivo studies have remained contradictory so far. Whereas
some analyses have found increased rates of molecular evolu-
tion in NS5A and NS5B genes after initiation of the treatment
(3), others have failed to detect such differences (7, 32). Sim-
ilarly, comparative studies of patients receiving ribavirin treat-
ment with patients receiving placebo or interferon mono-
therapy have shown either a slightly accelerated rate of
molecular evolution for the NS5B gene in the former group
(41) or no significant differences (25). The conclusions from
analyses of mutation frequencies using reverse transcription-
PCR (RT-PCR) molecular clones are similarly puzzling. Pre-
vious works have detected no changes in mutation frequencies
associated with ribavirin monotherapy or interferon plus riba-
virin therapy (7), very slight changes depending on the mode of
treatment (19), or only exceptional increases (38).

The contradictory findings described above demonstrate the
inherent difficulty of estimating mutation rates. Indeed, the use
of molecular evolution rates or mutation frequencies is prob-
lematic due to the confounding effect of selection. Specifically,
negative selection biases against mutant clones because these
clones are generally deleterious, and consequently, the se-
quenced clones might not accurately reflect the mutational
load induced by a viral mutagen. To avoid selection bias, one
could focus on synonymous substitutions, which are often as-
sumed to be selectively neutral. However, this approach pre-
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sents two important limitations. First, neutral variation within
populations depends not only on the mutation rate but also on
the number of replication cycles, and this number is expected
to change in response to treatment. Second, the assumption
that synonymous sites are selectively neutral in single-stranded
RNA viruses is not always satisfied, because RNA structure is
also an important target for selection.

Here, we suggest an alternative strategy based on the anal-
ysis of likely lethal mutations. In haploid populations at the
mutation-selection balance, the frequency, q, of a deleterious
mutation equals the ratio between the mutation rate at which
it appears, �, and its selection coefficient, s, that is,

q �
�

s (1)

For lethal mutations, s � 1, and the equilibrium frequency, q � �,
is reached instantaneously because all observed mutations
have been generated in the immediately preceding generation
(11). Given that the frequency of lethal mutations depends
directly on the mutation rate, it is possible to estimate the
mutagenic effect of ribavirin-interferon without the sampling
bias introduced by selection. We used nonsense mutations as a
proxy for lethal mutations. The RNA of HCV is translated as
a polyprotein, and thus, nonsense mutations cause truncated
translation, which ought to be fatal for the virus. We searched
for these kinds of mutations in a database containing over
15,000 sequences of the E1-E2 and NS5A regions obtained by
RT-PCR and molecular cloning of a cohort of 74 patients
infected with HCV genotype 1 and characterized the mutation
rate and spectrum of HCV in vivo. We found that both pa-
rameters are altered following ribavirin plus interferon treat-
ment, consistent with the known in vitro mutagenic effect of
ribavirin.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients. Previously published (35–37) data from 74 HCV genotype 1-infected
patients were used in this study. Nucleotide sequences were obtained from a
prospective study in which serum samples from 74 HCV patients, 26 infected
with subtype 1a, 47 with subtype 1b, and 1 with a different, undefined subtype (5),
were taken prior to (73 patients), after 6 months of (16 patients), and after 12
months of (9 patients) combined treatment with interferon plus ribavirin. These
time points are referred to as T0, T6, and T12, respectively. All T6 and T12
samples came from patients who did not respond to treatment. Responders could
not be included because their extremely low or null viral load precluded ampli-
fication of the viral RNA.

RNA extraction, RT-PCR, cloning, and sequencing. Two regions were studied:
a 472-nucleotide (nt) fragment encompassing the E1 and E2 genes (nt 1322 to
1793 in the reference HCV genomic sequence; GenBank accession number
AF009606) and a 743-nt fragment from the NS5A gene (nt 6742 to 7484). RNA
extraction, amplification, cloning, and sequencing procedures are detailed else-
where (35). Briefly, after viral RNA extraction, reverse transcription was per-
formed with Moloney murine leukemia virus reverse transcriptase (Promega),
adding random hexadeoxynucleotides to prevent amplification bias. Pfu DNA
polymerase (Promega) was used for nested PCR, with 40 cycles of amplification.
This number of cycles was required to obtain a high proportion of successful
PCR amplifications. Cloned products for the E1-E2 region or NS5A region were
sequenced using vector-based primers KS and SK (Stratagene) to obtain two
readings per clone.

The chromatograms from automatically generated sequences that contained
nonsense mutations were manually revised. In total, out of 37 amplicons con-
taining nonsense mutations, 33 were confirmed, and 4 were discarded due to
poor quality of the chromatograms. All nonsense mutations were found only
once in the same amplicon, except one which occurred twice (see the table in the
supplemental material). The latter mutation was counted only once since it is

very unlikely that different mutations appeared at the same site and in the same
amplicon independently.

Sequence alignment and codon usage estimates. Sequence alignments were
performed with ClustalX (http://www.clustal.org). The first complete codon in
the alignments started at the second nucleotide position for the E1-E2 region
and at the third nucleotide position for the NS5A region. These initial nucleotide
positions were removed from the analysis. Next, the DAMBE package (http:
//dambe.bio.uottawa.ca/dambe.asp) was used to calculate codon usage.

We define nonsense mutation targets (NSMTs) as sites that can generate a
stop codon after a single nucleotide substitution. The total number of NSMTs
was computed for each patient, viral sample, and genetic region. Since all NSMT-
containing codons have only one NSMT, except UGG, which has two (Table 1),
the number of NSMTs equals the sum of all codons containing an NSMT plus the
number of UGG codons.

Mutation rate estimation. To obtain the mutation rate from mutation fre-
quencies of NSMTs, we had to take into account that there are three possible
nucleotide substitutions at each site and multiply the observed frequency for
each nonsense mutation by a correction factor, C. For most NSMTs, only one of
the three possible substitutions produces a stop codon, and therefore, C must
equal three to obtain the mutation rate of any of the three possible nucleotides
and not only of the one that produces the stop codon. However, in some cases,
two of the three possible substitutions produce a stop codon (Table 1). Following
the same logic as described above, the appropriate correction factor in these
cases is C equals 1.5 (3/2 � 1.5). For each observed nonsense mutation, we
identified the parental NSMT in order to determine the C value. We obtained,
for each amplicon, the per-site mutation rate, �:

� �
1
n�

i

T

Ci (2)

where Ci is the correction factor (1.5 or 3.0) for nonsense mutation i, T is the
total number of nonsense mutations in the amplicon, and n is the total number
of NSMTs analyzed that are summed for all the sequences in the alignment.

Mutational pattern analysis. To calculate the expected substitution frequen-
cies, we first identified, for each possible substitution, the subset of NSMTs for
which this substitution produces a stop codon (e.g., for U3G, stop codons can
be produced from UUA or UAU), and we computed the total number of times
these codons appeared in sequences derived from the same amplicon. Next, we
divided this value by the total number of NSMTs in the same alignment, counting
NSMTs twice where there are two possible nonsense substitutions. Finally, we
averaged the results for the amplicons.

Statistical analyses. Statistical tests were performed with SPSS version 12.
Each RT-PCR amplicon was treated as an independent replicate.

TABLE 1. NSMTsa

First codon
site

Second Codon site

U C A G

U UAU UGU
UAC UGC

UUA UCA
UUG UCG UGG

C

CAA CGA
CAG

A

AAA AGA
AAG

G

GAA GGA
GAG

a There are 18 NSMT-containing codons and 19 different NSMTs (underlined;
note that codon UGG contains two NSMTs). In 15/19 cases, only one of the
three possible substitutions produces a stop codon, whereas in the other four
cases, two of the three substitutions produce a stop codon (boldfaced).
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RESULTS

Eighteen of the 61 sense codons of the standard genetic code
contain sites that can generate a stop codon after a single
nucleotide substitution (denoted here as NSMTs; see Materi-
als and Methods), and there are, in total, 19 NSMTs in the 183
corresponding nucleotide sites (61 codons � 3 nucleotides)
(Table 1). Hence, roughly 10% of all sites should a priori be
NSMTs, although the actual fraction found in the sequences
used for this analysis was only 8.2% due to codon usage bias.
In total, 15,798 clonal sequences obtained from 74 patients
infected with either HCV genotype 1a or 1b were analyzed.
Samples obtained before the start of treatment (T0) were
available for 73 patients, and for some patients who did not
respond to treatment, additional samples were obtained after 6
or 12 months (T6 and T12 samples). Clones carrying nonsense
mutations were observed in 33 of 195 total PCR amplicons.
Additional information about the data set can be obtained
from the table in the supplemental material.

For untreated patients, there were 22 nonsense mutations in
the 560,765 NSMTs analyzed. After correcting for the three
possible nucleotide substitutions per site (see Materials and
Methods), the estimated spontaneous mutation rate was
(1.15 � 0.29) � 10�4 per site. However, we did not expect all
types of substitutions to appear with equal probability for three
reasons. First, substitutions to C and from A3G cannot pro-
duce stop codons, and hence, only 8 of the 12 possible substi-
tutions have to be considered here. Second, codon usage bias
can modify the mutational spectrum. Taking these two factors
into account, it is possible to calculate the expected frequency
of each substitution type (Table 2). However, transitions are
biochemically more likely to occur than transversions, and con-
sistent with this principle, the observed mutational spectrum of
HCV was biased toward G3A and C3U transitions (A3G
and U3C are not among the eight possible substitutions), with
the latter being 1.9 times more likely to occur than expected by
sheer chance (�2 test; P � 0.049). Therefore, given that 4 of the

12 total possible substitutions are transitions, we can predict
that the HCV polymerase should spontaneously produce, on
average, two-thirds transitions [i.e., 1.9 � (4/12)] and one-third
transversions.

We next analyzed sequences from T6 and T12 samples avail-
able from 24 patients. There were 11 nonsense mutations in
samples from T6 and T12 (8 and 3 nonsense mutations, re-
spectively) and 177,090 NSMTs in total, yielding a mutation
rate of (1.9 � 0.6) � 10�4 per site, roughly twofold higher than
that for samples obtained before treatment. To test the puta-
tive mutagenic effect of the treatment on HCV mutation rate,
we performed a paired test between the T0 and T6 samples
from the 15 patients for whom these two time points were
available, which cancels out between-patient variability and
other sources of error. For this subset, mutation rate estimates
were (0.6 � 0.3) � 10�4 and (2.3 � 0.7) � 10�4 for T0 and T6
samples, respectively, meaning that there was a nearly fourfold
increase in mutation rate in T6 samples (one-tailed Wilcoxon
signed-rank paired test; P � 0.025). T0 and T12 samples were
available only from eight patients, and the differences in mu-
tation rate between these two time points were not statistically
significant (P � 0.715), which might be due to poor statistical
power but could also indicate that the effect of treatment on
mutation rate was transient. The mutational spectrum for the
eight possible substitutions was strongly biased toward G3A
and C3U transitions in sequences from treated patients, with
the latter transition being 3.4 times more likely to occur than
expected by chance, as opposed to the 1.9-fold excess observed
for T0 samples. The proportion of transitions was significantly
higher in T6/T12 samples than in T0 samples (one-tailed Fish-
er’s exact test; P � 0.024) (Table 2). This shift in mutational
spectrum is consistent with the effect of ribavirin in vitro.

DISCUSSION

Previous works have studied HCV genetic variability using
mutation frequencies or rates of molecular evolution and ad-
dressed how treatment modifies these parameters (3, 7, 19, 25,
32, 38, 41). However, no estimates of mutation rates have been
reported previously for this virus. In principle, the analysis of
lethal mutations offers a direct way to estimate the mutation
rate (equation 1), and the assumption that most viral geno-
types carrying nonsense mutations are lethal seems realistic,
especially in the case of HCV, where the genomic RNA is
translated into a single polyprotein. Consistent with this view,
our estimate of (1.2 � 0.3) � 10�4 for the in vivo mutation rate
is within the range generally accepted for RNA viruses (4, 12,
15, 16). In practice, however, several sources of bias could have
led us to overestimate the mutation rate. First, nonsense mu-
tations are deleterious only upon translation, and hence, sev-
eral rounds of RNA copying could have been completed be-
fore nonsense mutations were selected. Second, genetic
complementation could hinder the lethality of nonsense mu-
tations. For instance, previous work has shown that a genotype
of dengue virus carrying a nonsense mutation can spread in the
population probably due to complementation (1). Naturally
occurring HCV deletion mutants have been identified in
chronic HCV patients (20, 28), although these variants could
be involved in the normal replication cycle of HCV (40). Third,
nonlethality might also result from stop codon suppression,

TABLE 2. Mutational patterns for nonsense mutations

Substitution(s)a
Randomly
expected

frequencyb

Observed (expected) no. of cases
forc:

T0 T6 T12

C3U 0.124 4 (2.72) 5 (0.99) 1 (0.37)
G3A 0.145 7 (3.18) 2 (1.16) 2 (0.43)
U3A 0.115 2 (2.54) 0 (0.92) 0 (0.35)
U3G 0.044 0 (0.96) 0 (0.35) 0 (0.13)
C3A 0.172 4 (3.77) 0 (1.37) 0 (0.51)
C3G 0.084 0 (1.84) 0 (0.67) 0 (0.25)
A3U 0.112 1 (2.47) 0 (0.90) 0 (0.34)
G3U 0.205 4 (4.51) 1 (1.64) 0 (0.61)

Total transitions 0.269 11 (5.90) 7 (2.15) 3 (0.80)
Total transversions 0.731 11 (16.10) 1 (5.85) 0 (2.20)
Total substitutions 1 22 8 3

a Mutation types that cannot produce stop codons (N3C and A3G) are not
shown. The first two rows (C3U and G3A) correspond to transitions, whereas
all other possible substitutions are transversions.

b The expected frequencies assuming completely random mutations were cal-
culated after accounting for codon usage bias.

c The observed counts are shown for each time point, and the values in
parentheses indicate the expected numbers, as calculated from the randomly
expected frequencies.
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although this mechanism has not been described in HCV.
Finally, a fraction of the observed mutations might be RT-PCR
artifacts. Taking into account the above-described sources of
bias, our mutation rate estimate should be taken as an upper
limit. However, it must be noted that, nevertheless, the fre-
quency of nonsense mutations is necessarily closer to the mu-
tation rate than that of any other kind of nucleotide substitu-
tion.

Like what has been previously established for other poly-
merases (18, 21, 34), the spontaneous mutation rate of HCV
polymerase is biased toward transitions, and according to our
data, the total mutation spectrum of HCV should be composed
of two-thirds transitions and one-third transversions. Selection
should alter this proportion because transitions are more often
silent than transversions. Treatment-induced mutagenesis
could have similar consequences, and the two factors could
even have indistinguishable effects. However, here we have
concentrated on nonsense mutations, and therefore, the shift
in the mutation spectrum in treated patients should be attrib-
uted to mutagenesis.

Factors other than ribavirin-mediated mutagenesis could
have also elevated the mutation rate of HCV, but these alter-
native possibilities are unlikely. First, although formally possi-
ble, a mutagenic effect of interferon is unlikely because its
mode of action has not been directly or indirectly linked to
RNA polymerization or editing mechanisms. Second, in-
creased selective pressure on the virus following the onset of
treatment might have favored the spread of mutators. This
process has been described in bacteria (29) but not in RNA
viruses, because their mutation rates are already extremely
high and further elevations in mutation rates are not expected
to be advantageous. Moreover, the combined interferon-riba-
virin treatment specifically increased the fraction of C3U and
G3A transitions, a result that would not be explained by the
spread of mutators, whereas it matches the expected effect of
ribavirin.

Lethal mutagenesis theory predicts that the combination of
mutagenesis and viral inhibition should maximize the chances
of viral clearance because the level of mutagenesis required to
trigger extinction depends directly on viral yield (6). In line
with this prediction, it has been shown that foot-and-mouth
disease virus undergoes extinction in cell culture more fre-
quently when the administration of mutagens is combined with
viral dilution (33). In the case of HCV, ribavirin on its own has
a weak effect on viral load, whereas it produces a substantial
increase in the probability of sustained response to treatment
when combined with interferon, a potent viral inhibitor. The
mechanism for this synergistic effect between the two drugs is
poorly understood (17). We suggest that this effect is indeed
consistent with current lethal mutagenesis theory. Ribavirin
would act as a mutagen, but its sole effect would not be suffi-
cient to extinguish HCV in vivo. However, in the presence of
interferon, the amount of mutagenesis required to clear the
virus should be lower, and lethal mutagenesis would conse-
quently have more chances of success.

Finally, it is important to notice that we did not detect an
increase of the mutation rate in T12 samples and that this
might indicate a transient effect of ribavirin (25). T6 and T12
samples corresponded to patients who failed to respond to
treatment, and therefore, it is conceivable that the lack of

sustained mutagenesis, due to the evolution of resistant viruses
or to patient-specific factors, contributed to treatment failure.
A detailed comparison between the change in mutation rates
following the onset of treatment in responders and nonre-
sponders might help to clarify this issue.
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